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SUPERSYMMETRIC LEPTON FLAVOUR VIOLATIONAT e+e� LINEAR COLLIDERS�Jan KalinowskiInstitute of Theoretial Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warszawa, Poland(Reeived Otober 16, 2001)The neutrino experiment results suggest that neutrinos have �nitemasses and violate lepton �avour. In supersymmetri extensions of theStandard Model, the Yukawa and/or mass terms of the heavy neutrinosan generate radiatively the lepton �avour violating slepton masses. Thesenew soures of lepton �avour violation may enhane the rates of hargedlepton �avour violating proesses, like � ! e. At future olliders theyan also generate distint �nal states, e.g. �� + jets + E=T . In this paperthe supersymmetri lepton �avour violating proesses and their signals atfuture e+e� olliders are disussed.PACS numbers: 12.60.Jv, 14.80.Ly1. IntrodutionEarlier observations on solar neutrinos [1℄, the studies of the Super-Kamiokande [2℄ and reent results of the SNO [3℄ have a natural explanationin terms of neutrino osillations. This phenomenon is Lepton Flavour Vio-lating (LFV) and it is a �rst diret evidene for physis beyond the Stan-dard Model (SM). The simplest model to aount for the neutrino massesand their osillations inludes three very heavy singlet neutrinos Ni. TheirYukawa ouplings to the light neutrinos �i explain the smallness of m�i viathe see-saw mehanism [4℄ in a natural way if the heavy neutrino massesare assumed in the range MN � 1014�1015 GeV. At the same time the�avour osillation of light neutrinos originates from non-diagonal elementsof the Yukawa ouplings and/or non-diagonal mass matrix of the heavyneutrinos [5℄. Radiative orretions due to these interations also indue� Presented at the XXV International Shool of Theoretial Physis �Partiles andAstrophysis � Standard Models and Beyond�, Ustro«, Poland, September 10�16,2001. (3755)



3756 J. Kalinowski�avour mixing in the harged lepton setor. An interesting question thenarises whether proesses with harged-lepton �avour violation, like �! e,� ! �, �-e onversion in nulei, rare K deays et., an be generated atobservable rates.Unfortunately, due to the smallness of neutrino masses, these proessesin the Standard Model are strongly suppressed via the GIM mehanism. Inaddition, the presene of the high energy sale MN requires a mehanismto stabilize the eletroweak sale against radiative orretions. This is om-monly ahieved by supersymmetrizing the theory. In the supersymmetriextension of the Standard Model with heavy salar neutrinos, however, thesituation of LFV proesses may be quite di�erent. In addition to the SMmehanism, new soures of �avour violation in the leptoni setor an begenerated by non-diagonal soft supersymmetry breaking terms, e.g.Lsoft = m2Lij~l�i ~lj +m2Rij~e�i ~ej +Aeij~e�i h1~lj + : : : ; (1)where only salar mass and trilinear terms in the leptoni setor have beenwritten expliitly using self-explanatory notation. As a result, virtual su-perpartner loops may enhane the rates of harged lepton �avour violatingproesses. Of ourse, one superpartners are disovered, it will be possible toprobe lepton �avour violation diretly in their prodution and deay [6℄. Forexample, it has been demonstrated that sneutrino or harged slepton pairprodution at future e+e� (and/or �+��) olliders may provide a more pow-erful tool to searh for Supersymmetri Lepton Flavour Violation (SLFV)than the rare deay proesses [7�9℄. In some favourable senarios signals ofSLFV an also be searhed for at the LHC [10℄.The outline of the paper is as follows. In Setion 2 we start with a briefreview of global symmetries and lepton �avour violation in the StandardModel. Current experimental limits from rare deay proesses are disussedin Setion 3 as an indiation of possible energy sales of lepton �avour viola-tion. Then in Setion 4 we disuss in some detail the lepton �avour violationmehanisms in the supersymmetri model, and in Setion 5 their possiblesignals at future olliders. In Setion 6, whih is based on Ref. [11℄, we notethat sneutrinos and harged sleptons may not only be diretly pair-produedin e+e� ollisions, but an also be deay produts of other supersymmetripartiles, like harginos and neutralinos, deaying via asades. We �ndthat o�-diagonal hargino pair-prodution, overlooked earlier, an make asigni�ant ontribution to the SLFV signal. We onlude in Setion 7.



Supersymmetri Lepton Flavour Violation at e+e� Linear Colliders 37572. Lepton Flavour Violation in the Standard ModelIn the Standard Model renormalizability and gauge invariane restritsthe Yukawa interations of quarks, harged leptons and left-handed neutrinosto the form LY = yije h�liej + yijd h�qidj + yiju h�qiuj ; (2)where i and j are generation indies. By unitary rotations in the generationspae the leptoni Yukawa ouplings yije an be diagonalized implying indi-vidual lepton �avour numbers Le, L� and L� to be onserved in additionto the onserved baryon B and total lepton L numbers. These onservationlaws are onsequenes of global symmetries of the Standard Model whih are�aidental� in the sense that they follow from the spin and gauge quantumnumber assignments of the SM �elds.Global symmetries however are not sared: even within the SM theyare broken by non-perturbative sphaleron e�ets � only the B�L remainsonserved. Blak holes are also expeted to break all global symmetries.Sine these mehanisms of global symmetry breaking are extremely weak,the existene of neutrino osillations alls for physis beyond the SM. Newinterations due to new gauge bosons, fermions and/or salars may also leadto violation of global symmetries. For example, adding the right-handedheavy neutrinos Ni brings a new sale MN and new Yukawa interationsyij� h�liNj (3)and, as a result, the violation of harged-lepton �avour is indued in themanner parallel to the quark setor. Unfortunately, due to small neutrinomasses m�i � 0:1 eV, whih require a high MN � 1014�1015 GeV sale,the harged-lepton �avour violating proesses are also strongly suppressed,e.g. BR(� ! e) � 10�48 [12℄. With the SM partiles alone at the weaksale this approah produes desired neutrino properties with no other ex-perimentally interesting impliations. However, other extensions of the SM,like supersymmetry, an provide signi�ant enhanement of LFV proessesleading to observable rates at future experiments. Before we turn to theminimal extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) let us disuss possiblesales of LFV proesses whih are onsistent with present experiments.3. Energy sales of Lepton Flavour ViolationIt is ironi that the �aidental� global symmetries are so auratelyobserved in nature, while loal gauge symmetries are broken. To disussthe experimental limits on transitions due to global symmetry breaking it isonvenient to onsider the SM as an e�etive theory valid up to some energysale � M . The e�ets of physis above the sale M an be aounted for



3758 J. Kalinowskiby a series of non-renormalizable operators of dimension greater than 4 andsuppressed by powers of M . The terms in Eq. (2) serve as a �rst term inthe series, with higher in 1=M non-renormalizable operators:(a) : �qq�qlM2 ; (b) : hhllM ; () : �ll�eeM2 ; h�l���eF��M2 ; (4)where the �rst operator (a) breaks B and L, the seond (b) breaks L and thelast two () onserve L but break individual Li (the generation indies areunderstood). The experimental status of urrent limits derived from non-observation of proesses violating global quantum numbers an onvenientlybe summarized by determining the orresponding sale M :� The most stringent limit on the baryon number violating operator (4a)is derived from the proton life time �p > 1032 y, whih translates intothe limit M > 1015 GeV.� The non-zero neutrino masses m� � 0:1 eV set the sale of the to-tal lepton number violating operator (4b). Assuming that the Higgs�eld aquires the vauum expetation value hhi � mW when the ele-troweak gauge symmetry is broken, the sale of L violation is derivedto be of the order M � 1014 GeV.� Neutrino osillations imply the lepton �avour violation as well. How-ever, other L-onserving, but Li-violating proesses in the hargedlepton setor, like� BR(Z ! �e) < 1:7� 10�6 [15℄ ,� BR(Z ! �e) < 9:8 � 10�6 [15℄ ,� BR(Z ! ��) < 1:2� 10�5 [16℄ ,� BR(�! e) < 1:2� 10�11 [17℄ ,� BR(�! 3e) < 1:0� 10�12 [18℄ ,� BR(�! e) < 6:1 � 10�13 [19℄ ,� BR(� ! �) < 1:1 � 10�6 [20℄ ,urrently do not exlude an exiting possibility that the sale of LFVproesses might be of the order � 103 � 104 GeV, that is muh lowerthan the sales of baryon and total lepton number violation meha-nisms. New experiments on � ! e [21℄, � ! e [22℄ or Z ! ll0 [23℄will improve limits on M by an order of magnitude.Thus the experimental data seem to suggest an interesting possibility ofthe hierarhy between



Supersymmetri Lepton Flavour Violation at e+e� Linear Colliders 3759� the LFV proesses whih might be governed by a low sale (not muhabove the eletroweak sale)� the B and L violating proesses whih have to be governed by a highsale (�MGUT; MPl)in parallel to the onventional gauge hierarhy between the eletroweak andthe GUT or Plank sales.From the theoretial model-building point of view, one an onsider thefollowing senarios:� SM-like: all global symmetries are broken at a high sale. In this asethe LFV proesses are strongly suppressed and far from the reah oflaboratory explorations, with the only exeption of neutrino osilla-tions and proton deay experiments.� Large extra dimensions: this idea has been suggested as a solutionof the gauge hierarhy problem. In this approah the Plank sale isan artifat of extra dimensions, and the �true� sale of gravity is ofthe order of eletroweak sale. In this ase all global symmetries arebroken at a low sale. As a result, the proton deays very fast and itis a hallenge in suh a senario to �nd an elegant solution to stabilizethe proton.� Supersymmetry: the hierarhy between the eletroweak sale and thePlank sale is stabilized by introduing a superpartner for every SMpartile. By the same token the hierarhy between the B and L vio-lation and the LFV proesses an arise naturally, as disussed in thenext hapter.4. Lepton Flavour Violation in the MSSMIn supersymmetri models, the hierarhy between Li �avour violationon the one hand and B and L violation on the other arises as a naturalonsequene of the basi motivations for supersymmetry, namely the gaugehierarhy and the existene of dark matter. The introdution at the weaksale of a superpartner to every partile allows us to write additional renor-malizable and gauge-invariant interations. Using apital letters to denotesuper�elds, the Yukawa superpotential is given byW = yeH1LE + ydH1QD + yuH2QU+�LLE + �0LQD + �00UDD ; (5)where generation indies are suppressed. The interations of Eq. (2) arereovered by hoosing terms with two fermions (quarks or leptons) and a



3760 J. Kalinowskisalar Higgs from the �rst line (with the only exeption that supersymme-try requires two Higgs �elds). However, any ombination of two fermionsand one salar from any term in Eq. (5) is allowed in the Lagrangian. As aresult, global B and L symmetries of the Standard Model are broken sinethe terms in the seond line of (5) violate both B and L. The presene ofall �-type terms at the eletroweak sale not only implies fast proton de-ay but also allows all superpartners to deay eliminating the possibility ofsupersymmetri dark matter. The proton and the lightest supersymmet-ri partile an be made stable by requiring R-parity onservation, whereR � (�1)B+L+2S , whih eliminates all interations in the seond line ofEq. (5). At the same time B and L are again allowed to be broken only ata high sale.The remaining soft supersymmetry breaking interations, however, stillallow Li-violating proesses at the weak sale, leading to the hierarhy dis-ussed above. The most important for our disussion are slepton masses~l�Lim2Lij~lLj + ~e�Rim2Rij~eRj ; (6)where the m2L;R are a priori arbitrary Hermitian matries, and trilinearterms Aeij~e�i h1~lj ) m2LRij~e�i ~ej (7)whih, after eletroweak symmetry breaking, ouple left- and right-handedharged sleptons through the mass matrix m2LRij � Aeijhh1i.These terms lead to harged LFV, as an easily be seen in the basisin whih the leptons are already rotated to diagonalize the lepton Yukawaoupling, and the sleptons are rotated to preserve �avour-diagonal gauginoouplings. No additional freedom in �avour spae is then left to diagonalizethe terms of Eqs (6) and (7). If we now work in the mass eigenstate basisfor all �elds, the slepton-mass diagonalization matries Wi�, where m2~l =W ym2~l diagW , enter the hargino and neutralino ouplings~eiW �i��e� ~�0 + ~�iW �i��e� ~�� + : : : ; (8)where the Latin and Greek subsripts are generational indies for salarsand fermions, respetively.Non-trivial W matries violate lepton �avour onservation and may givesizeable ontributions to rates for rare proesses suh as �! e. For nearlydegenerate sleptons, however, these ontributions are suppressed throughthe superGIM mehanism by �m~l= �m~l with the mass di�erene �m~l andthe average mass �m~l of the sleptons; in the limit of exat degeneray, theW matries an be rotated to the unit matrix, and the gaugino interationsonserve lepton �avour. Atually, a high degree of degeneray of the �rst



Supersymmetri Lepton Flavour Violation at e+e� Linear Colliders 3761two generation of sleptons is needed in order to evade bounds from �! eif the mixing between them is not very small. This is an example of thesupersymmetri �avour-hanging problem.Even if the o�-diagonal slepton mass terms are assumed to vanish attree level to avoid the supersymmetri �avour-hanging problem, they anbe indued radiatively in the framework of a seesaw mehanism by the right-handed heavy neutrinos [13℄. In suh a ase a substantial �� � �� mixingleads to [7, 14℄ large ~�L � ~�L and ~�� � ~�� mixings. In the rest of the paperwe will not disuss these theories but we will onentrate on the questionhow well SLFV an be probed in a model independent way at future e+e�olliders .To be more spei�, we take a pure 2�3 intergeneration mixing between~�� and ~�� , generated by a near-maximal mixing angle �23, and ignore anymixings with ~�e. This means that salar mass matries are not diagonal inthe same basis as fermion mass matries. For example, the salar neutrinomass matrix m2~� , restrited to the 2�3 generation subspae, an be writtenin the fermion mass-diagonal basis asm2~� = � os �23 � sin �23sin �23 os �23 ��m~�2 00 m~�3 �� os �23 sin �23� sin �23 os �23� ; (9)where m~�2 and m~�3 are the physial masses of ~�2 and ~�3 respetively. Inthe following we take the mixing angle �23 and �m23 = jm~�2 � m~�3 j asfree, independent parameters. The same goes for the harged slepton setor,modulo standard LR mixing, where �23 and �m23 are then the orrespond-ing parameters for harged sleptons. A parallel disussion for the e-� mixingase [24℄ is obtained by replaing � by e everywhere.5. Collider signals of Supersymmetri Lepton Flavour ViolationOne supersymmetri partiles are disovered, it will be possible to probelepton �avour violation diretly in their prodution and deay proesses atfuture olliders. A �avour-violating signal is generated by the prodution ofreal sleptons, followed by their osillation into a di�erent �avoured slepton,and subsequent deay to a lepton. For example, at e+e� olliders eventswith ��+ 4j +E=T ; ��l + 2j +E=T ; ��l�l + 2j +E=T (10)an be expeted. Searhing for suh signals has several advantages: �rstthese proesses are at tree level while rare deays are generated by looporretions. Seond, the SLFV proesses in deays of sleptons are suppressedonly as �m~l=� ~l [8℄, where �~l is the slepton deay width, as ompared to the



3762 J. Kalinowski�m~l= �m~l for rare deays. Sine �m~l=�~l is typially of the order 102�103, onemay expet spetaular signals for possible disovery in future e+e�, �+��or pp ollider experiments. Last, but not least, the SM bakground with twoor more leptons with di�erent �avours is quite small.In disussing SLFV ollider signals one has to onsider two ases in whihosillation of lepton �avour an our in proesses with single or orrelatedslepton pair prodution proesses. To derive expressions for the signal rosssetions we will follow the �eld-theoreti method of Ref. [8℄5.1. Single slepton produtionProesses involving single slepton prodution may be produed in as-ade deays of heavier superpartiles. They are very important for hadronolliders, where single slepton an be a produt of a gluino or squark deay,but they may also be relevant for lepton olliders where single slepton an bea produt of hargino or neutralino deay. The amplitude for suh a proess,f f 0 ! e+� X ~e�i ! e+� X e�� Y , has the formM�� =Xi MPWi� iq2 �m2i + imi�iW �i�MD ; (11)where MP and MD are the amplitudes for prodution and deay of theslepton ~ei in the absene of LFV, and Wi� is the lepton-�avour mixingmatrix element. Summing over all slepton generations that an be produedon-shell and assuming negligible generation dependene of these amplitudes,the ross setion an shematially be written as��� = Z dq2Xij Wi�W �i�Wj�W �j�Aij(q2) � [prodution℄ � [deay℄ : (12)For nearly degenerate in mass and narrow sleptons, �m2ij, m� � m2, theprodut of slepton propagatorsAij(q2) = iq2 �m2i + im� iq2 �m2j + im� (13)an be simpli�ed asAij(q2) � 11 + i �m� �m� Æ(q2 �m2) ; (14)where m2 = (m2i +m2j)=2 and �m2ij = (m2i �m2j)=2 � 2m�m. In the aseof 2�3 intergeneration mixingW = 0� 1 0 00 os �23 sin �230 � sin �23 os �23 1A (15)



Supersymmetri Lepton Flavour Violation at e+e� Linear Colliders 3763we arrive �nally at ��� = �23 sin2 2�23 � �0 � "BR ; (16)where �23 = x2232(1 + x223) ; x23 = �m23� (17)and �0� "BR = �(f f 0 ! e+� X ~e�� )�BR(~e�� ! e�� Y ) is the analogous rosssetion in the absene of �avour violation.5.2. Correlated slepton pair produtionCorrelated slepton pair prodution is the dominant slepton produtionmehanism at lepton olliders, but it may also our at hadron olliderswhen sleptons are produed via Drell�Yan proess. Assuming for simpliityonly the s-hannel prodution mehanism, the amplitude for the proess�f f ! ~e+i ~e�i ! e+� X e�� Y has the formM�� =Xi MP iq2 �m2i + imi�iWi�M+D ip2 �m2i + imi�iW �i�M�D ; (18)whereMP is the prodution amplitude for �f f ! ~e+i ~e�i andM�D are the de-ay amplitudes for ~e�. Applying the same approximations as in the previousase, the ross setion an be written as��� = Z Xij Wi�W �i�Wj�W �j�Aij(q2)Aij(p2) � [prodution℄� [deay℄ (19)and, again for the 2�3 intergeneration mixing of Eq. (15), we �nally have��� = �23(3� 4�23) sin2 2�23 � �0 � "BR ; (20)where �0 � "BR = �( �f f ! ~e+� ~e�� )� BR (~e+� ! e+� X)� BR (~e�� ! e�� Y ) isthe analogous ross setion in the absene of �avour violation.6. The role of harginosAt e+e� linear olliders the SLFV signals an be looked for in deays ofsleptons whih are produed in pairs, for examplee+e� ! ~̀�i ~̀+i ! �+�� ~�01 ~�01 ;e+e� ! ~�i~�i ! �+�� ~�+1 ~��1 (21)



3764 J. Kalinowskiwith i = 2; 3. These proesses have been disussed in detail, showing thatthey may be ompetitive to rare deay proesses in searhes for SLFV signals[7, 9℄.However, if the hargino ~��2 is not muh heavier, as is the ase in asubstantial region of the MSSM parameter spae, then o�-diagonal harginoor neutralino pair prodution e+e� ! ~��1 ~��2 , ~�01 ~�02 an take plae. Theheavier hargino and/or neutralino an deay via the SLFV hain,e+e� ! ~�+2 ~��1 ! �+�� ~�+1 ~��1 ; (22)e+e� ! ~�02 ~�01 ! �+�� ~�01 ~�01 ; (23)where ~��1 ! ~�01f �f 0, and ~�01 esapes detetion. The signature thereforewould be the same as in slepton pair prodution, i.e. ���� + jets + E=T ,����+ `+E=T , or ����+E=T , depending on hadroni or leptoni ~��1 deaymode. As a result, the proesses (22) and (23) provide a new soure for thesignal in addition to those disussed in Ref. [9℄. Moreover, the produtionof two harginos in e+e� ollision has both the s-hannel and t-hannelexhange ontributions and hene expeted somewhat larger ross setionsat higher ollider energies. Other prodution proesses, like ~��2 ~��2 , ~�0i ~�0j ,may also be open at higher energies (depending on the mass pattern) andontribute to the same �nal states not only via the SLFV mehanisms, butthrough lepton �avour onserving deay hains as well ontributing therebyto the bakground.To illustrate the role of harginos for the SLFV proess at an e+e�linear ollider, suh as the proposed TESLA, we estimate the signal andbakground rates at ps = 500 GeV for one of the representative points [23℄in the MSSM parameter spae. This point is given in terms of a mSUGRAsenario de�ned by:m0 = 100 ; M1=2 = 200 ; A0 = 0 ; tan � = 3 ; sgn(�) = + (24)whih has been hosen for detailed ase studies at the ECFA/DESY lin-ear ollider workshop. Here the masses and A0 are in GeV, and standardnotation is used. The orresponding masses of hargino, neutralino and slep-ton states relevant for SLFV proesses at ps = 500 GeV, along with somebranhing ratios, are listed in the Table (the branhing ratios are given forthe ase of no slepton mixing)As it turns out that proesses with one or both ~��1 deaying leptoniallyin (21)�(23) are overwhelmed by bakground, in our analyses we onsideronly their hadroni deay modes. Given the mass spetrum, the o�-diagonal~��1 ~��2 pair is the only possibility for the SLFV signal in hargino produtionat ps = 500 GeV. The slepton �avour violation an our in the heavierhargino ~��2 asade deay hain as shown



Supersymmetri Lepton Flavour Violation at e+e� Linear Colliders 3765S1: e+e� ! ~��2 ~��1 , ~�+2 ! �+~�2;3 , ~�2;3 ! �� ~�+1 ,S2: e+e� ! ~��2 ~��1 , ~�+2 ! �+~�2;3 , ~�2;3 ! �� ~�+1 ,followed by ~��1 ! ~�01 + q + �q0. There is another sequene with the hargesreversed. The other proess for the same �nal state, whih was disussedin [9℄, is the following:S3: e+e� ! ~�i~�i , ~�i ! ~��1 �+ , ~�i ! ~�+1 �� ,where i = 2; 3. Notie that in [S1℄ and [S2℄ the slepton �avour violating deayours in two ways leading to the the same �nal state so that eventually thesignal rate gets doubled. TABLEThe masses (in GeV) and the branhing ratios (only for signi�ant deay modes) forlight supersymmetri partiles whih are relevant to our study. No slepton mixingis assumed. ` denotes e or �, and � unless the entry for � is expliitly shown.Mass Deay BR Mass Deay BR~�+1 128 ~�01`+�` 0.15 � 3 ~�01 72~�01q�q0 0.56~�+2 346 ~�02W+ 0.29 ~�02 130 ~�01�+�� 0.24~�+1 Z 0.22 ~�01e+e� 0.20~�+1 h 0.14 ~�01�+�� 0.20~t1�b 0.14 ~�01�`��` 0.04 � 3~̀+�` 0.04 � 3`+~�` 0.03 � 3~̀�L 176 ~��1 �` 0.53 ~�` 161 ~�+1 `� 0.48~�02`� 0.32 ~�02�` 0.12~�01`� 0.15 ~�01�` 0.40~��1 131 ~�01�� 1.00~��2 177 ~��1 �� 0.53 ~�� 161 ~�+1 �� 0.48~�02�� 0.31 ~�02�� 0.12~�01�� 0.16 ~�01�� 0.40



3766 J. KalinowskiThe bakground may originate from the �avour-onserving SUSY pro-esses:B1: e+e� ! ~�+2 ~��1 , ~�+2 ! �+~�� , ~�� ! ��(! ��)~�+1 ,B2: e+e� ! ~�+2 ~��1 , ~�+2 ! �+(! �+)~�� , ~�� ! �� ~�+1 ,B3: e+e� ! ~�i~�i , ~�i ! ~��1 �+ , ~�i ! ~�+1 ��(! ��) ,B4: e+e� ! ~�+2 ~��2 , ~�+2 ! �+ ~�02 , ~�02 ! ~�01�+(! jets)��(! ��) ,~��2 ! �� ~��1 .Note that in all bakground ases B1�B4 the � omes from � deay after the��X events are produed. Allowing two quark jets to overlap, an importantSM bakground to the �nal states with ����+ � 3jets + E=T also omesfromB5: e+e� ! t�tg .
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Fig. 1. The signi�ane ontours (for the SUSY point mentioned in the text) in�m23 � sin 2�23 plane for ps =500 GeV and for di�erent luminosity options, on-tours A, B and C being for 50 fb�1, 500 fb�1 and 1000 fb�1, respetively. Thedashed line is for only ~�~� ontribution with luminosity 500 fb�1. The upper-rightside of these ontours an be explored or ruled out at the 3� level.



Supersymmetri Lepton Flavour Violation at e+e� Linear Colliders 3767To assess the sensitivity to the SLFV proesses the signal and bak-ground events have been seleted using simple parton level simulation witha number of simple kinemati uts listed in [11℄. Using Poisson distribu-tions, the signi�ane is given by �d = NpN+B where N and B is the numberof signal and bakground events respetively for a given luminosity. Fig. 1shows the region (to the right of the urve) in the �m23�sin 2�23 plane thatan be explored or ruled out at a 3� level by the linear ollider of energy500 GeV for the given integrated luminosity. The ontours are drawn forthree luminosity options, namely 50 fb�1, 500 fb�1 and 1000 fb�1, whereasthe dashed line shows the reah of the proess ~�i~�i alone using our utsand assuming luminosity of 500 fb�1. Comparing the dashed line with lineB we see that that the hargino ontribution, [S1℄ and [S2℄, inreases thesensitivity range to sin2 �23 by 10�20% while the sensitivity to �m23 doesnot hange appreiably. 7. ConlusionsNeutrino osillations imply the violation of individual lepton �avournumbers and raise an interesting possibility of observing proesses with a vi-olation of lepton �avour between two harged leptons. Current experimentaldata seem to suggest a hierarhy between the energy sales that govern thelepton �avour violation and the B or L breaking. Supersymmetry providesa natural framework for suh a hierarhy and many interesting signals ofSLFV proesses may be expeted at future olliders.I am grateful to M. Guhait and P. Roy for many stimulating disus-sions. The work was supported by the Polish State Committee for Sienti�Researh (KBN) Grant no. 5 P03B 119 20 (2001-2002) and the EuropeanCommission 5-th framework ontrat HPRN-CT-2000-00149.REFERENCES[1℄ R.J. Davis, D.S. Harmer, K.C. Ho�man, Phys. Rev. Lett. 20, 1205 (1968).[2℄ S. Fukuda et al. [SuperKamiokande Collaboration℄, Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 5656(2001); Phys. Rev. Lett. 85, 3999 (2000), and referenes therein.[3℄ Q.R. Ahmad et al. [SNO Collaboration℄, Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 071301 (2001).[4℄ M. Gell-Mann, P. Ramond, R. Slansky, in Supergravity, eds P. van Nieuwen-huizen, D.Z. Freedman, North Holland Publ. Co., 1979; T. Yanagida, in Pro-eedings of the Workshop on Uni�ed Theory and Baryon Number in the Uni-verse, eds O. Sawata, A. Sugamoto, KEK, Tsukuba, Japan 1979.[5℄ See e.g. talks by W. Buhmüller, Ata Phys. Pol. 32, 3707 (2001); W. Grimus,Ata Phys. Pol. 32, 3719 (2001), and referenes therein.
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